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MichaelCarter

WaysofKnowing,
Doing,andWritinginthe
Disciplines

One way ofhelping facultyunderstand the integralroleofwriting in theirvarious dis
ciplines is to present disciplines as ways of doing,which linksways of knowing and
writing in thedisciplines.Ways ofdoing identified
by facultyareused todescribebroader
generic and disciplinary structures,
metagenres, andmetadisciplines.

Those

of us who work inwriting in the disciplines

(WID) are aware of a

disjunction between theway we conceive the relationship between writing and
knowing in the disciplines and the way so many faculty across our colleges
and universities conceive that relationship. This disjunction may be quickly
summed up as the division between writing in the disciplines and writing out
side the disciplines. According
plines may be explained

toDavid R. Russell, writing outside the disci

in part by the seeming "transparency" of writing:

because professors typically learn towrite in their disciplines not by any di
rect instruction but by a process of slow acculturation

through various ap

prenticeship discourses, they are unable to see thatwriting itself is specific to
the discipline. Consequently, faculty in the disciplines continue to conceive of
writing as generalizable

to all disciplines and therefore distinct from disci

plinary knowledge, to be learned as a general skill outside the disciplines (Writ
ing 14-20, "WritingAcross" 55-56).
CCC 58:3 / FEBRUARY 2007
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It's littlewonder, then, that so many faculty in the disciplines complain
about being asked to become

"writing teachers," arguing that incorporating

writing into their classrooms will result in an unacceptable

sacrifice of course

content. In a model of education understood as the delivery of specialized dis

ciplinary
writingisconsideredoutside thedisciplines,theprov
knowledge,
ince of English teachers, and thus unable

to play an important role in the

disciplines.
The assumptionsbehindwritingoutside thedisciplinesare deeply in
grained in the very concept of the university,based on a particular understand
ingof thedisciplines thathas its roots in the transition to themodern American

inthelastquarterofthenineteenth
university

Theassumptions
outside century.
behind
writing
Undertheinfluence
oftheGerman
thedisciplines
aredeeply
inthe system
ingrained
ofhighereducation,
whichwas
very
concept
oftheuniversity,
basedona founded
onWissenschaft
orscholarly
knowl
American
embraced
ofthedisciplinesedge,
particular
understanding
professors
"pure
of the
tothe science"as thedefiningcharacteristic
thathas itsrootsinthetransition
an
on
emphasis
research,
modernAmerican
inthelast university,
rigorous
university

empirical,
andpublication
inschol
ofthenineteenth
quarter
century.typically
arlyjournals.
UnliketheolderU.S. collegesys

tem, inwhich education was unified,with all students following the same course
of study taught by generalists who could, and often did, shift from one course
to another, the new university came to be divided into highly specialized do
mains

of knowledge,

each with

its own learned

societies

and journals

(Brubacher and Rudy 368; Lucas 179-80; Russell, Writing 46-51; Veysey 121

28,159-73).Thismovementtowarddisciplinary
specialization
was coincident
with the demise of rhetoric as a generally required course and the rise of fresh
man composition as the specific treatment for the poor writing skills of enter
ing students (Connors 3-8; Russell, Writing 51-63). This conception

of the

disciplinesas domainsof specializedcontentknowledge,reinforced
by the
assumption

that a writing course outside the disciplines could somehow im

prove students' writing in the disciplines, has led, as Russell has suggested, to
a specialized conception of disciplinary knowledge combined with a general

izedconceptionofwriting.
In sharp contrast towriting outside the disciplines, writing in the disci
plines is founded on an integrative relationship between writing and knowing.
Its roots lie in rhetoric, inwhich

invention has historically played a critical

role in both recovering knowledge and generating new knowledge

(McKeon;

Miller, "The Aristotelian"). The rediscovery of invention in composition (Lauer;
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movement(Leff;
Scott,
Rohman;Young et al.) and therhetoric-as-epistemic
"On Viewing," "On Viewing...

Ten Years Later") provided support for the idea

ofwriting as a way of knowing and learning (Berthoff;Emig; Flower and Hayes;
Odell; Reither). WID
disciplines

developed as a response to the recognition that different

are characterized

by distinct ways of writing

and knowing

Kirschtet al.;McLeod). Thus,
(Bazerman"TheSecond";JonesandComprone;
a specialized conception of disciplinary knowledge

is integrated with a spe

cializedconceptionofwriting.
One way of understanding the distinction I am drawing between writing
outside and writing in the disciplines is the difference between knowledge and
knowing, that is,disciplines as repositories and delivery systems for relatively

staticcontentknowledgeversusdisci
thedistinction
Iam
plinesas activeways ofknowing.Some Onewayofunderstanding
between
outside
and
as drawing
describethisdistinction
psychologists
writing
writingin
isthedifference
between
declarativeor conceptualknowledgeon thedisciplines
theone hand and proceduralorprocess knowledge
as
andknowing,
thatis,disciplines
knowledgeon theother,thedifference repositories
anddelivery
systems
forrelatively
betweenknowingthatandknowinghow staticcontent
knowledge
versusdisciplines
as
(e.g.,
Anderson).Because theorganizing activewaysofknowing.
principleofknowledgeinthedisciplines
and studentstendto
is typically
perceivedas conceptualknowledge,faculty
understand learning in a discipline as a process of obtaining, at least in short
termmemory, the particular knowledge base of the discipline. The focus of
WID,

in contrast, tends to be on procedural knowledge, writing as a way of

knowing in a discipline.
Thus, the problem forWID

professionals

is how to bridge the gap be

tweenwriting in and writing outside the disciplines, the knowing that and the
knowing how. This is not a problem that can be solved by reference to our own
discipline's understanding of the relationship between writing and knowing.
Rather, we need to be able to conceptualize writing in the disciplines in a way
that is grounded in the disciplines

themselves, a viable alternative to an un

derstanding ofwriting as universally generalizable. To address that need, Iwill
draw on the idea of disciplinary ways of doing as a link between ways ofwrit
ing and ways of knowing in the disciplines (e.g.,Herrington; Russell, "Writing
toLearn toDo"). In bridging the conceptual gap between knowing and writing
in the disciplines, the concept ofways of doing offers the possibility forbridg
ing the outside/in gap as well.
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First, Iwill explore the ties that linkways of knowing, doing, and writing
in the disciplines and describe a procedure we have used on our campus

to

Thisprocesshelps
inidentifying
disciplines.
waysofdoingintheir
guidefaculty
faculty understand

their disciplines as ways of knowing, not just domains of

declarative knowledge, and thus to see more readily how writing is related to
knowing. Next, Iwill place these ways of know

ofNorth
inthecontext
doing,
andwriting
helps
faculty
understanding,
This
process
American
as
by
not
applied
as
of
genre
theory,
particularly
their
ways knowing,
disciplines
R.Miller,
Charles
Bazerman,
andRussell.
domains
ofdeclarative
knowledge,
Carolyn
just
how This genretheoryis usefulnot onlybecause it
and thustoseemore readily
writingisrelatedtoknowing. establishesa directconnectionbetweenwriting
and doing and thus knowing but also because

it

points to certain patterns inways of doing across the disciplines. An advan
tage of being able to discern
metadisciplines,

these patterns, what

is that they provide a foundation WID

I call metagenres

and

professionals can use

forworking more effectivelywith faculty. I illustrate these patterns by drawing
on ways of doing and writing identified by faculty at my university. Finally, I
place this project within a critique of themodern university and its disciplin
ary structures of knowledge and consider the idea of knowing, doing, and writ
ing in the disciplines as a basis forpostdisciplinary

inquiry.

Ways of Knowing, Doing, andWriting in theDisciplines
Because

doing plays a central role in this conception ofwriting in the disci

plines, itmay be helpful to understand disciplinary ways of doing and the con
nection to knowing and writing by looking at an illustration of a concrete form
of doing: laboratory experiments. A lab experiment is designed to engage stu
dents in a particular way of doing bywhich theywill learn about the scientific
concept of the lab and also how to apply an empirical mode of reasoning about
the physical world. Thus, the lab experience is a way of doing that is directed
toward away of knowing. It isprimarily inwriting the lab report, however, that
doing becomes knowing. More

thanmerely evidence of having completed the

lab and having found the right answers, the lab report frames the doing as a

discussion;estab
methods,results,
scientific
way ofknowing:introduction,
accumulating
evidencerelatedto
testingthehypothesis,
lishinga hypothesis,
the hypothesis, determining whether or not the hypothesis is accepted and
why. It provides an opportunity for students to reflect on the relationship be
tween the lab and the scientific concept of the lab and to frame the doing of
the lab in the structure of scientific reasoning. This example of a concrete way
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of doing illustrates the potential relationship that exists among ways of know
ing and writing inmore abstract ways of doing in the university. From this
perspective, writing may be understood as a metadoing:

particular kinds of

writing are ways of doing that instantiate particular kinds of doing by giving
shape to particular ways of knowing in the disciplines.

Itisthisrelationship
amongknowing,
doing,andwritingthatisconcealed
focuson conceptualknowledge.
by thedisciplinary
Doing is themiddle term
that links writing and knowing

in the disciplines. Thus, the challenge

in

reframing the disciplines as ways of knowing, doing, and writing is to find a
means of describing in convincing terms theways of doing that characterize
the disciplines, convincing, that is, to faculty and students in the disciplines.
But how do we find such descriptions of the disciplines?
One way is to ask faculty.At my university,we are in the eighth year of an

extensive
assessmenteffort
based on identifying
andmeasuringoutcomesfor
all the undergraduate programs on campus. This effort is a response both to a
mandate

fromour regional accrediting agency and to a broad recognition that

improvement
of academicprogramsrequiresseriousprogramassessment.
Outcomes-basedassessmentis theprocessofdescribingandmeasuringfor
each program the skills,knowledge, and other attributes students are expected
to demonstrate by the time theygraduate. An outcome iswhat students should
be able to do; thus, outcomes describe ways of doing, the procedural knowl
edge of the disciplines. Faculty are asked first to describe what they expect
theirmajors

to be able to do; second to identifywhat data theywill gather,

writtenwork,fordetermining
students'
howwell theprogramhas
typically
enabled students to achieve the expectations; and third to create and apply a
plan forassessing the outcomes. These assessment plans have provided a win
dow onto theways of doing and associated ways ofwriting in the disciplines.
Our assessment

initiative began by focusing on writing and speaking

outcomes and was latermelded with a university-wide curriculum assessment
initiative. Thus, our Campus Writing and Speaking Program has played an
important role in this process, creating an intensive course of action forwork

committeestogenerateoutcomes-assessment
ingwith departmental
plans,
involving
programfacultyinthefollowing
steps:
* Brainstorming core program values
* Drafting and revising disciplinary outcomes based on those values
* Getting full faculty approval of outcomes
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* Brainstorming
assessmenttoolsforoutcomes
*Draftingand revising
assessmentprocedure
* Gettingfullfaculty
approvalofassessmentprocedure
of thisprocessseeCarter.)
(Fora detaileddescription
In the appendix are two examples, from zoology and psychology, of pro
gram outcomes. Notice that each example consists of general goals and spe
cific outcomes, what students are expected to be able to do, along with activities

thatcouldbe used forteachingand assessingtheoutcomes.Outcomes,then,
are typicallywritten in a way that is both teachable and measurable,

to guide

teachersinhelpingstudentsachievetheoutcome

aretypically
in andtoprovide
criteria
that
canbeused
then,
written
implicit
Outcomes,
programs
have
and for
theextent
towhich
assessing
awaythatisbothteachable
theoutcome.
students
toachieve
in enabled
their
toguideteachers
measurable,
thatis,they
describe
achievetheoutcom.e Outcomesaredemonstrable,
helpingstudents
thatcan what faculty
expecttheir
majors tobe able todo,
criteria
and toprovideimplicit
tothediscipline.
be usedforassessingtheextentto waysofdoingthatare important

oftheassessment
plans,
notincluded
their Intherest
which
haveenabled
programs
particularkindsofwriting
studentstoachievetheoutcome. here,facultyidentify
and other learning experiences appropriate to as

sessing the outcomes. The purpose

is to provide facultywith data formaking

decisions for improving their programs.

The examplesillustratethe roleof doing in establishinga connection
between knowing and writing. For example, the outcomes statement forzool
ogy points to two key disciplinary ways of doing, number 1, being able to en
gage in scientific inquiry,and number 3, being able to solve problems in zoology.
These twoways of doing indicate two important ways of knowing that define
the discipline: someone with a degree in zoology should know how to effec
tively apply scientific reasoning to zoological phenomena

and how to solve

problems in zoology (the latter a reflection of the large number ofmajors spe
cializing in fisheries and wildlife management

and environmental studies). The

kinds ofwriting that faculty associated with these two sets of outcomes

sug

gest the specialized nature of the outcomes: lab reports, scientific papers, post
ers,management

plans, project proposals, environmental impact statements.

The other three sets of outcomes are more general, not so clearly related
to disciplinary ways of doing: being able to generalize information from one
context to a related context; to analyze, synthesize, and critique literature in
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Iwould argue that these

ways of knowing and doing are more general to the academy. The kinds of
writing faculty identifiedwith these outcomes seem to support that argument:

an
reviews,
homework
problems,
case studies,essaytestquestions,literature
notatedbibliographies,
criticalanalyses,articlesfornewsletters,
editorials,
summaries-genres

that cut across a wide range of disciplines.

Perhaps themost
gram outcomes

important aspect of the procedure for creating pro

is that it is faculty themselves who identifywhat they expect

of their graduates. It is only after these ways of doing have been identified that
they are linked toways ofwriting, and then

not forthesakeofwritingbut forthesakeof Perhapsthemost important
aspectofthe
teachingand assessingthestatedoutcomes. procedure
program
outcomes
forcreating
The disciplinary
ways of doing thatfaculty isthatitisfaculty
themselves
who identify
identify
providea directlinkbetween
graduates.
waysof what theyexpectoftheir
knowing and ways of writing

in the disci

students'
plines.Doing enacts theknowingthrough
writing,and thewriting
gives shape to the ways of knowing and doing in a discipline. So instead of

definedthe
focusing
onlyon theconceptualknowledgethathas traditionally
disciplines, faculty are encouraged to focus also on what their students should
be able to do, represented largely in theirwriting. Having faculty identifydisci
plinary ways of doing and then assess them through students' writing is a step
toward situating writing in,not outside, the disciplines.

Genres and Metagenres
We can easily recognize the lab report I used as an example in the previous
section as an academic genre typical of scientific disciplines. It is a response to
a particular

learning situation marked by a particular way of knowing and

doing. But it is also possible to see the lab report as one genre within a broader
category ofways of knowing and doing in the disciplines, similar learning situ
ations that call for responses similar to the lab report. The assessment plans,
when

looked at together, revealed several of these categories of procedural

knowledge.
Thoughdeclarative
knowledgeistypically
disciplines
specifictoindividual
and even to sub-disciplines, the procedural knowledge that faculty described
tended to be more generic. And because

individual academic programs also

identified kinds ofwriting to be used both to teach and assess the outcomes,
these patterns of doing were also linked explicitly towritten genres. To em
phasize the close connection between these disciplinary patterns of doing and
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is, each way of doing instantiated inwritten

call these general ways of doing metagenres.1

In her seminal "Genre as Social Action," Carolyn R. Miller defines genre
as a typified response to recurrent rhetorical situations. In a later piece, Miller
extends her earlier description of genre as "a cultural artifact" to explore the

connectionbetweengenreand cultures.
Genre,she says,occupies a middle
positionbetween
microlevelandmacrolevelforms
ofanalysis,
providing
a link
between particular linguistic processes and particular cultures that both con

stituteand are constituted
by theseprocesses("Rhetorical
Community"
68
69). Using the analogy of an anthropologist extrapolating an ancient culture
from found artifacts,Miller

says that a set of genres "adumbrates a relation

ship between material particulars, instantiations of a genre in individual acts,
and systems of value and signification" in cultures (70).
Another approach to a macrolevel understanding of genre isBazerman's
concept of system of genres, "a complex web of interrelated genres where each
participant makes

a recognizable act or move

in some recognizable genre,

which thenmay be followed by a certain range of appropriate generic responses
by others" ("Systems" 96-97). The particular setting that Bazerman

investi

gates is the patent office and the sequence of individual genres that comprise
the process of patent applications.
understanding

Systems of genres provide a concept for

theway interrelated genres constitute specific networks of so

cial action.Whereas Bazerman highlights the sequential nature of genres within
a system of genres, John Swales points out that in the literature,genre system
has been applied to a spectrum ofmeanings,

from established sequences

in

which genres are typicallyperformed to a loose collection of genres related to
each other by a common enterprise (63-64).
Russell builds on thework ofMiller and Bazerman

in his treatment of

genre systems. Drawing on activity theory,Russell situates his understanding
of genre within the context of activity systems, structures of human behav
ior-such

as families, religious groups, disciplines, and schools-by

dividuals and groups use any number of a variety ofmeans

which in

to advance a shared

activity ("Rethinking" 510). In activity theory, a written genre may be under
stood as texts that "are all used to operationalize

the same recurring, typified

actions of an activity system" (518). Russell uses the idea of genre system as a
way of conceptualizing

the way various related written genres act within a

complex activity system as instruments both to stabilize and to create oppor
tunities to change those activity systems (519-24).
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Miller,Bazerman,andRusselladdressthreecommonthemes.First,they
define genre as social action, ways of doing and writing by which

individual

linguistic
actson themicrolevelconstitute
socialformations
on themacrolevel.
Second, theyestablish the concept of genre set as a collection of related genres.
Third, they use the genre set to indicate the role that related genres play in

constituting
complexsocial formations.
Thus,a genresetmay be understood
as occupying a level somewhere between the individual genre and the social

formation.
As an upper midlevel

entity, the genre set is the basis

formy use of

metagenre, which carries amore particular usage than the loose sense of genre
set and less of the connotation of a sequence associated with system ofgenres.
Metagenre

signifies a higher category, a genre of genres. Miller's definition of

genre as a typified response to a recurrent rhetorical situation directs our at
tention to certain patterns in the social action of language, patterns of recur

Ametagenre,then,
ringsituations
andofsimilarresponsestothosesituations.
directs our attention to broader patterns of language as social action, similar
kinds of typifiedresponses to related recurrent situations. And just as the genre
is a dynamic concept, representing a response to a rhetorical situation that
both defines and is defined by the situation, a metagenre
the terminology I've been using thus far,a metagenre

is also dynamic. In

indicates a structure of

similar ways of doing that point to similar ways ofwriting and knowing. For
example, the lab reportmaybe

seen as one of a collection of possible responses

to learning situations that call forempirical inquiry,a collection that includes

thescientific
paper,poster,andprojectproposal(threeof thegenreslistedby
the zoology facultymembers

for their outcome 1).

Moreover, the idea that genre sets constitute complex social formations
is the basis for the concept of themetadiscipline.

Together, the genres that

compose a metagenre point to a social formation composed of individual dis
ciplines

that emphasize

metadiscipline,

the way of doing defined by the metagenre.

A

then, is a higher category of disciplines. These broader struc

tures direct our attention away from the specialized conceptual knowledge of

individual
disciplines,
when diversedis
knowledgethatisof lesssignificance
ciplines are grouped together, and toward the ways of knowing, doing, and
writing common to the disciplines in a metadiscipline.
Thus, the concept of disciplinary ways of knowing, doing, and writing
may be understood from threepoints of view associated with the three themes
fromMiller, Bazerman, and Russell. The first is the individual discipline. The
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ofgenreas socialaction suggeststhestrongconnectionbe
understanding
tweendoingandwritingidentified
by facultyin thedisciplines.Theways of
pointexplicitly
toways ofwritingand im
doing in theoutcomesstatements
of
view
is themetagenre.The
The secondpoint
plicitlytoways ofknowing.
ideaof genreset impliescategoriesofknowing,doing,andwritingthatcut
differently
indifferent
disciplinesand
acrossdisciplinesbutmay be inflected
by
indifferent
contexts.
Thesepatternsemergeoutoftheoutcomesidentified
faculty in a wide

range of disciplines.

The

third point

of view

is the

betweengenresetsand complex
The conceptofa relationship
metadiscipline.
maybe groupedaccord
suggeststhatdisciplinesthemselves
socialformations
ing to common ways of knowing, doing, and writing. Each of these three per

spectivesemphasizesthecriticalroleofwritinginthedisciplines.In thenext
twosections,Iwill exploretheconceptsofmetagenresandmetadisciplines.

FourMetagenres
The outcomes statements created by faculty showed that certain ways of do

ofdisciplines:responsesto
ingwere repeatedingeneraltermsacrossa variety
academic

learning situations that call forprob

forresearch
to lem solving,forempiricalinquiry,
Because thedata set islimited
These
from
and
for
performance.
sources,
(a
large,
at
university
programs myown
the metagenresarebased on assessmentplans from
institution),
Southern,land-grant
programsfromall nineundergraduate
I
not
be fifty-one
heremay
metagenres survey
I am also drawing,toa
But I collegesatmyuniversity.
generalizabletootherinstitutions.
much
less
extent,
on
notes
takenas Ihaveworked
that
what
generalizable
may
be
believe
committees
and on otherconversa
istheideaofacademic
metagenresand with faculty
tions
I
have
had
with
faculty,
which allowme to
itsroleinhighlighting
thecritical
place
place the outcomes

of writinginthe disp.

in the context of intentions

expressed by faculty. I cannot claim that these

are the onlymetagenres

represented in the data, but these four serve the pur

pose of illustrating the concept and its application

to the academy. And be

cause the data set is limited toprograms atmy own university (a large,Southern,

heremay notbe generalizable
themetagenresI survey
land-grant
institution),
to other institutions. But I believe thatwhat may be generalizable
academic metagenres

is the idea of

and their role in highlighting the critical place ofwrit

ingin thedisciplines.
For each of the fourmetagenres,

Iwill describe theways of doing identi

fied by faculty in selected programs, the generic learning situation that de
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the typified responses to

thegenericlearningsituation.
Responses toAcademk Situations That Call forProblemSolving
Not surprising for a land-grant university with strong engineering and other

pre-professional
programs,
problemsolvingis thedominant
metagenreinthe
data set. The firstexample of problem solving as a way of doing comes from
the food science program.
Food science majors should be able to do the following:
a. identify,define, and analyze a problem: what it is that generates the
problem, what is given,what is unknown, and what are the criteria for

viablesolutionsto theproblem
b. determine what information is appropriate to solving the problem and
then find it,assess its authority and validity, and use it effectively
c. integrate and apply basic science and mathematics

as well as food

sciences to the solution of problems in food systems
d. offera range of potential viable solutions to the problem
e. evaluate the solutions according to the established criteria, choose the
most viable solution, and make a convincing case for that solution.
The second example is from textiles engineering. Engineering programs have
been directed to create and evaluate program outcomes by theAccreditation
Board of Engineering and Technology (ABET). ABET specifies a series of out
comes that programs are able to define for themselves. Program Outcome

3c

the problem-solving outcome, typically the focus of
capstone design courses: "an ability to design a system, component, or process
is generally considered

tomeet desired needs." Faculty in textiles engineering defined their expecta
tions for students as follows (see appendix for fullversion):
To demonstrate thatgraduates have an abilitytodesign a system,component, or
process tomeet desired needs, theyshould show that theyhave amastery of the
design process and that theycan apply thatprocess effectivelyingeneratingand
presentinga design in textilesengineering:
a. problem definition:establishing a problem or need, identifying
customer
market and technical analyses
and project requirements,performing
b. conceptgeneration:convertingcustomer and project requirementstoprod
uct specifications,

generating

multiple

product

options
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c. concept
selection:
comparing
product
optionstoproductspecifications,
selectingoptimal product option(s)

d. concept
refinement:
creating
andtesting
prototypes
ormodels;analyzing
technical,economic, and environmentalviabilityof design based on
prototypeormodel; selling theproduct

The descriptionsofproblemsolvingin foodscienceand textilesengineering
point to a common learning situation and response to that situation. Faculty
members

create an occasion

for students to learn the problem-solving skills

appropriate to their fields by applying those skills in situations similar to those

The responsestothiscommon
students
would encounterintheir
professions.
learning situation generally call for students to define a problem, establish
parameters fora solution to the problem, generate possible solutions, and iden
tifyand justify a recommended solution to the problem.
The metagenre of problem solving is composed of genres named by fac
ulty that share all ormost of these features of a typified response to the situa

tionacrossdifferent
thesegenresshare
disciplines.InRussell'sterminology,
the same broad motive, or purpose, which links them in an overall genre sys
tem that includes these genres:
* business plans

* feasibility
reports
*managementplans
*marketingplans
* reportstomanagement
* projectreports
* projectproposals
* technical
memoranda
* technicalreports
Responses toAcademic Situations thatCall forEmpirical Inquiry
Empirical

inquiry is a way of doing that consists of answering questions by

drawing conclusions

from systematic investigation based on empirical data.

Two examples of empirical inquiry come frommicrobiology and political sci

ence.
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Microbiology
Microbiology students should be able to:
a. ask pertinentquestions aboutmicrobiology,formulatehypothesesbased
on those questions, and design experiments to test thosehypotheses
b. apply deliberate and thoroughobservational skills to conduct experi
ments and collect data
c. organize and summarize data and present them ina way that is accurate
and comprehensible inboth verbal and graphical forms
d. interpretdata and draw conclusions thatallow the students to support or
refutehypotheses andmake a case foralternativehypotheses.
Political Science
Upon graduation,political sciencemajors should demonstrate an ability to un
derstand and produce quality political science research. Specifically,students
should be able to show that theycan:
a. identifyimportantresearchquestions
b. identifyan existing theoryinpolitical science appropriate to the
investigation
c. create hypotheses
d. testhypotheses using rigorousempiricism
e. apply appropriatemethodologies to collected data
f. explain acquired informationin the context of existingknowledge in the
field.
Looking atmetagenres allows us to see similarities among ways of doing across
disciplines that are traditionally considered distinct, in this case the natural
and social sciences. The similar outcomes
ence suggest a common

inmicrobiology

and political sci

learning situation, one created by faculty to enable

students to learn how to apply the empirical research paradigm. Though the

researchconventionsofmicrobiologyand politicalsciencedifferin signifi
cant ways, the faculty in both fields point to similar ways of doing: identifying
questions related to the field,establishing a hypothesis foranswers to the ques
tions, testing the hypothesis by gathering data based on observations, and draw
ing conclusions

about the hypothesis from the data. The responses to this

situation are generally the same. It is not an accident that the outcomes

in

microbiologycorrespondto theparts of a scientificreport-introduction,
methods, results, and discussion. Faculty in political science expect their stu
dents to follow a similar model

for reporting research. It is the classic way of

responding to situations that call forempirical research.
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Themetagenreofempiricalinquiryincludesgenressuchas these:
* laboratory
report
* poster
* posterpresentation
* research
proposal
* researchreport
* scientific
article
* scientific
presentation
Responses toAcademic Situations That Call forResearch from
Sources
The twoprimarydistinguishing
characteristics
of thismetagenreare (1) the
kind of research that is done, that is, not based on data gathered from inde
pendent observations but largelyon sources that have their origins elsewhere;
and (2) the goal of the research, which typically does not have extrinsic value,
such as solving practical problems or investigating hypotheses, but value that
is intrinsic to the discipline (more on this below). One example of a way of
doing in thismetagenre

is from history.

History
Historymajors should be able to:
a. pose an interestingresearchquestion about history
b. locate relevantprimaryand secondary sources forinvestigatinga
researchquestion
c. criticallyevaluate primaryand secondary sources in termsof credibility,
authenticity,interpretivestance, audience, potential biases, and value for
answering the researchquestion
d. marshall theevidence fromthe research to support a historical argument
foran answer to a researchquestion.
Another example is from a program inmultidisciplinary

studies, inwhich stu

dents are expected to bring more than one discipline to bear on their research

projects.
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Multidisciplinary Studies
Students should be able to develop and apply research skills needed for
multidisciplinary projects. Specifically,students should be able to demonstrate
that theycan:
a. take an interestor problem not contained by a singlediscipline andmold
it intoa question thatwill allow them to explore that interestor problem
b. choose and apply appropriate researchmethodologies frommore than
one discipline to address the researchquestion and generate new
questions
c. integrateresearch findingsfrommore thanone discipline to formand
support a sound argument
d. satisfactorilycomplete a project that integrateswhat theyhave learned in
theircourses in response to a researchquestion.
This metageneric

learning situation and response to the situation are more

complex than those in the previous metagenres.

It is a situation that calls for

the very familiar genre of the research paper, which involves a similar way of
doing, posing a question, gathering information from resources to answer the
question, and making a persuasive case for the answer. However, unlike the
other metagenres

I have described, the similarity inways of doing tends to

mask thedifferent
waysofknowingin thevariousdisciplines.
paperwith facultyindifferent
disciplines,I
As I discussedtheresearch
noticed that they typically described the goals of assigning students to do re
search in terms thatwere peculiar to the discipline. Faculty from fields stress
ing problem solving and empirical research didn't do this; not only were the
ways of doing relatively generic across disciplines but also theways of know
ing linked to those ways of doing. Itwas simply assumed that students in the
sciences should know and be able to apply the scientificmethod or social sci
ence methodologies,

just as itwas assumed

that students in engineering and

food science should know basic problem solving skills. In each instance, learn
ing theways of doing was considered an end in itself,a way of knowing essen
tial to the discipline.
But faculty from disciplines

that stress research from sources tend to

describe that research not as an end in itselfbut as a means

to an end defined

by the individual discipline, a specialized way of knowing. Though themeans,
i.e., the techniques of doing this kind of research, are clearlymetageneric,

the

ends expressed by faculty in different disciplines were distinct. In literature,
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for example, the goal is to enable students to read and understand

literature

fromhistorical,cultural,and theoretical
perspectives.It isnot just reading
literature but learning towrite about reading in a way that shapes the act of
reading, a way of knowing thatmarks a literature major. Faculty in religious

studiesidentified
theagendaunderlying
research
paperassignmentsin their
field as enabling students to think about religion as a scholarly enterprise. Since
most of their students become religious studies majors because

they are reli

gious people, the faculty engage them in research in order to guide them in
understanding

religion itself as more than a confessing experience, a subject

of scholarly inquiry to be studied from critical, textual, and historical perspec
tives.Multidisciplinary

studies uses research projects as a way ofmeeting

goal of encouraging majors

to conceive of academic

its

inquiry differently,shift

ing from seeing a question from the perspective of one discipline to seeing it
from the perspective ofmore than one discipline. In each of these cases, the
facultymembers use themetageneric

research from sources not as an end in

itself, that is,not so that students will become experts in doing research, but
as a means

to a specifically disciplinary end, a distinctive way of knowing that

characterizesthediscipline.
The genres identified
by facultyincludethehistoricalnarrativefrom
sources, literarycriticism, paper, research paper, and research project. The first
two are clearly disciplinary genres, but the last three terms,which were used
most often, best capture the ambiguous

nature of the genres that comprise

thismetagenre, particularly their lack of correspondence

to disciplinary or

professional genres in a field,which characterized theprevious twometagenres.
As such, these may be understood as quintessential academic

genres, writing

that isused to promote certain ways of knowing and doing without much pre
tense to practical application beyond the classroom.

Responses toAcademic Situations That Call forPerformance
The label for thismetagenre

is intended to denote both the act and the result

ing object of a performance, but particularly the primacy of the object as evi
dence of success in learning to perform the act, the doing of performance. At
my university, the disciplines that relymost heavily on thismetagenre
the College of Design.

are in

In its assessment guidelines, the college says that its

instructional focus is less on conceptual knowledge than on an "enduring un
derstanding, on issues that are at the core of the discipline. These
best assessed

issues are

through performance and artifacts that are direct evidence of

thatperformance"
(emphasistheirs).
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in the College of Design

are la

beled as "curriculum performance standards:" such as this example from the
program in art and design:
a. Understanding

of basic design principles, concepts, media, and formats

invariousfineartsdisciplines
b. Mastery of basic foundation techniques, particularly as related to

specificfineartsfields
c. The ability to conceive, design, and create works in one ormore specific

fineartsfields
d. Workingknowledgeofvariousproduction
methodsand theirrelation
ship to conceptualization,

development, and completion ofworks of art

e. Understandingthesimilarities,
and relationships
differences,
among
the various fine arts areas
It's interesting to note that these are not really standards for the performance
itself,that is,criteria fordirectly evaluating either the artistic act or the artis
tic object. Rather, they are an attempt to define the characteristics ofwhat the

assessmentguidelinescall an "enduring
of thedisciplineof
understanding"
art and design, an understanding

that the artifacts indicate. The artifacts

works of art created by students-represent

a certain quality of the act of cre

ating the artwhich itselfsuggests the students' achievement of the department's

outcomeslistedabove.2
These outcomes, then, differ in one key regard from the others presented
here. Instead of describing explicit ways of doing that point toward implicit
ways of knowing, in this case theways of knowing are made

explicit and the

way of doing implicit. The stress on "enduring knowledge" highlights ways of
knowing in contrast to declarative knowledge. It is knowledge that is enacted
in performance, generating an artifact that is itself "direct evidence of that

performance.:
This indirect depiction of a way of doing by the qualities ofwhat is pro
duced by the student may also be found in a discipline outside the College of
Design. Here is the primary outcome for the program in rhetoric,writing, and
language, which focuses mainly on professional writing, such as technical com

municationand journalism.
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writing, and language:
Students in rhetoric,
with the conven
a. possess a repertoireofwriting skillsand a familiarity
tionsgoverningwritten discourse in a varietyof situations and can apply
those skillsand conventions creativelyand effectively
b. are proficientindesigning,writing,and editingdocuments forvarious
audiences and purposes
c. possess the collaborative skills thatallow them towork productivelywith
otherwriters or specialists toproduce effectivetextsand presentations.
Notice

that, as in art and design, it is not a particular way of doing that is

described here but a set of characteristics of the doer assumed

to be repre

sented in the object of the doing. The doing itself is left implicit.

describesa learningsituationinwhich teachersprovide
Performance
knowledgenecessary
fortheirstudentstodeveloptheenduring
opportunities
for creating the artifacts that are the central focus of students' intended ca
reers.Two features distinguish this learning situation from the previous three.
One is that the artifact-what

is produced-takes

on a heightened status. By

way of contrast, faculty and students in engineering understand

that the pri

mary locus of engineering lies in solving engineering problems and not in the
technical report,which they tend to see as a means of detailing what they did
to solve the problem and of recommending solutions. However, designers, art
ists, journalists, and technical writers see the primary locus of theirwork as in
the artifact itself.The other feature is that these learning situations are oppor
tunities for students to engage inways of doing thatmay not lend themselves
to explicit description and thus are marked

indirectly by qualities of the doer

to be represented in the artifact. The learning, then, becomes more of an ac
quisition of ways of doing than of direct instruction (Krashen). This acquisi
tion tends to occur through the act of creating artifacts that are then critiqued
in a way that guides students in the development of enduring ways of know
ing.The learning situations are designed to help students acquire the qualities
and characteristics that indicate enduring knowledge.
Though the art and design outcomes do not list specific genres, they do
referseveral times to various "fine arts,"presumably drawing, sculpture, paint
ing,multimedia,

etc. In rhetoric,writing, and language, the focus ismainly on

written performance, including such genres listed by the faculty as documen
tation, editorials, feature articles, news stories, proposals, and technical re
ports, but also certain media

such as PowerPoint presentations and websites.
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Bazerman,

based

DOING,

AND

on the idea of genre set inMiller,

and Russell, is beneficial not only because

portance ofwriting in the disciplines but also because
WID

WRITING

it emphasizes

the im

itprovides a structure

professionals can use towork with faculty in the disciplines. By high

lightinggeneric patterns of knowing, doing, and writing both within and across
disciplines, metagenres underline the critical role thatwriting can play inhelp

ingstudents
participatefullyintheirdisciplines.
Learninginthedisciplinesis
much more than banking away conceptual knowledge. WID
use themetagenre

professionals can

to help faculty in the disciplines recognize the broader ways

of doing in their own disciplines and to understand how different individual
genres can be used as tools for teaching disciplinary ways of doing, a shift in
focus from the isolated genre to themetagenre. Enabling faculty to see the
broader learning situations of the disciplines may provide the basis forhelp

ingthemuse thevariousindividual
genresinametagenremore strategically
the
curriculum.
throughout
FourMetadisciplines
Earlier, Ipointed out thatMiller, Bazerman, and Russell observe a relationship
between a set of genres and a social formation that defines and is defined by
the set. In contrast to a focus on individual genres, these scholars make

the

case that looking at the interrelationship among genres that collectively con

as Russellputs it ("Rethinking"
tributeto "operationalizing,"
518), complex
social formations helps us understand

those social formations and theway

they are constituted by genres. Here, I am applying that perspective

to the

genre sets in the academy associated with metagenres. These metagenres high
lightbroader patterns of disciplinary ways of knowing, doing, and writing that
may be thought of as metadisciplines,
emphasis on certain metagenres

collections of disciplines that share an

and are constituted by the various genres

within each metagenre.
Inmy work inhelping faculty identifyoutcomes, itwas usually clear where
that emphasis

lay, from the position an outcome was given in the outcomes

statementor fromconversations
with faculty.
However,
metadisciplinesare
not necessarily

exclusive;

disciplines

may belong

to more

than one

metadiscipline.For example,zoologyfaculty
placed empiricalresearchfirst
among its outcomes, as may be expected of a scientific field.But it also in
cluded a problem-solving outcome

that the faculty evidently believed was of

near ifnot equal importance, a reflection, as I noted above, of the program's
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in fisheries and wildlife and environmental

studies. Inmost other cases, though, faculty seemed to value one disciplinary
way of doing above others. The composition ofmetagenres
not intended to be definitive or generalizable

I describe here is

to other institutions. It is a re

flection of the data set frommy own university and ofmy own interpretation
of disciplinary outcomes

statements. It is, thus, an illustration of one way of

thepatternofmetadisciplinesat a university.
understanding
Having faculty in the disciplines

identifyways of doing and associated

ways ofwriting reveals the extent towhich writing is critical to theways of
knowing valued
enables WID

in the disciplines. Broadening

the focus to metadisciplines

professionals to identify the larger structures that form the acad

emyand therolethatwritingplays inconstituting
thosestructures.
Looking
at the academy from the perspective ofmetadisciplines

also tends to further

complicatetheassumptionthatdisciplinesarede

inthedisciplines
finedexclusively
or evenprimarily
bycontent
Having
faculty
andassociatedknowledge.
identify
waysofdoing
Atthecenter
ofeachmetadiscipline
is
waysofwritingrevealstheextentto away ofdoingsharedby itsconstituent
disciplines

differences
incontent
which
iscritical
tothe
waysof despitetheir
knowledge.
writing
valued inthedisciplines. Thus,thisbroaderviewtendstoreducetheempha
knowing
sis on disciplines as domains of declarative knowl

edge and highlight the disciplines as ways of doing. And in doing so, it also
highlights the integral place ofwriting in the disciplines. In instantiating the
shared ways of doing, writing enacts metadisciplinary ways of knowing. For
each of themetadisciplines

I describe here, Iwill list some of the disciplines in

my data set that comprise it and identifydisciplinary variations I observed.
The genres that comprise themetagenre of problem solving point toward
a collection of disciplines

that emphasize problem solving as their primary

disciplinary way of doing. Disciplines

in thismetadiscipline

include account

ing, agricultural and resource economics, animal science, business manage

ment, various engineeringmajors, food science, forestry
management,
mathematics,

pulp and paper science, and psychology. An interesting inclu

sion in this list ispsychology, which, as a social science, would seem to be more
appropriately placed with other science programs in empirical inquiry.But as
the psychology outcomes

indicate, the faculty in that program emphasize stu

dents' ability to solve problems, a function of the department's focus on ap

pliedpsychology.
Variations within the category delineate the differentways inwhich prob
lem solving is applied in differentdisciplines within thismetadiscipline.

First,
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there are those that stress solving problems by designing a product. Design
plays a critical role in engineering, as most engineering programs have a se
nior design course that acts as a bridge to entering theprofession. These courses
are usually based on a problem-solving process. that leads to a tangible prod
uct, an airplane design, a model of a roadway, a piece ofmachinery, etc. A sec
ond variation within this category isdisciplines that emphasize the application
of specialized knowledge in science or mathematics

to solving problems re

lated to the field. Instead of designing a product, food science students, as the
outcome above shows, are expected to solve problems by applyingwhat they've
learned in their courses as well as in further research in chemistry,microbiol
ogy, nutrition, and other sciences. The last variation is problem solving that
focuses on gathering information from sources, a way of doing similar to the
thirdmetagenre but performed in the context of solving practical problems in
a field.An example is agricultural and resource economics, inwhich students
are taught how to find, evaluate, and apply standard economic data to the

problemspeculiarto thatfield.
Metadisciplines

that share an emphasis on empirical inquiry tend to re

side in the sciences, both natural and social, such as anthropology, biology,

chemistry,
geology,
microbiology,
politicalscience,and sociology.I haveno
ticed three variations within thismetadiscipline.

First are those programs that

stress hypothetical inquiry, as seen in the examples frommicrobiology

and

political science. This kind of doing is typical ofwhat most people associate
with science-research

that is driven by a hypothesis and is designed to test

the hypothesis. But there is another variation that is not hypothetical, which I
call descriptive empirical inquiry. For example, I found thatmost of the lab
reports written by geology students are simply descriptions of, say,minerals
according to the standard parameters ofmineral identification. Faculty noted
thatmuch of the professional literature in geology is also descriptive, such as
surveying a geological site and the specimens found there. Finally, there is a
variation that emphasizes abstract knowledge ofmethods of inquiry over the
actual practice of inquiry.The outcomes statement in anthropology indicates
that, although empirical research is critical to the field,students are not actu
ally asked to "do" anthropology. Faculty in that program say it is too difficult
and time-consuming forundergraduates

to pursue. Thus, the primary genre

for teaching students empirical research appropriate to the field is the project

proposal.
Themetadiscipline
composedofdisciplinesthatemphasizeresearch
from
sourcesincludeshistory,
reli
literature,
multidisciplinary
studies,
philosophy,
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gious studies,andwomen and genderstudies-generallydisciplinesin the
humanities. As I noted earlier, these disciplines are characterized by a general
way of doing but distinct ways of knowing. The primary variation within this

metadisciplineaccordswith thedistinct
waysofknowingineachdiscipline.
Performanceincludesarchitecture,
art and design,graphicdesign,in
and language,
writing,and rhetoric.
It
dustrialdesign,landscapearchitecture,
may seem that fields such as industrial design would be better placed

in the

said
metadiscipline
ofproblemsolving.
However,amemberofthatdepartment
that students don't engage directly in problem solving until graduate school.
As undergraduates, the focus of their studies is on learning how tomanage

the

knowl
design,acquiringthe"enduring
techniquesandmaterialsof industrial
edge" of the field they can call upon later for solving problems. My university
does not offera bachelor's degree inmusic, dance, or theater,but I suspect that
these disciplines would also fallwithin the performance category.
The preponderance

of nonwritten performances

in art and design and

similar programs may seem removed fromWID. How could we possibly en
hance thework of faculty and students in these fields? However, there is one
language-based genre that is crucial to the success of design students, though
it never appears explicitly as a program outcome. The assessment document
for theCollege ofDesign

identifies three forms of data formeasuring

achievement of the outcomes-the

students'

artifact, a portfolio of artifacts, and the

critique. It is the critique that facultypoint to as playing an especially impor
tant role in evaluating design students, from the very firstclass to the doctoral
defense. Usually oral, though sometimes written, the "crit" involves a presen
tation of a student's artifact or portfolio that includes an overview of thework,
the process and materials

involved, and the effectiveness of it in terms of the

intended audience or application. This genre typically allows forcritiques by
faculty and sometimes by other students in response to the student's work.
The critique, then, is itself a performance, or perhaps more accurately a
performance about a performance (the artifact or portfolio). It appears to play
a significant role, along with the artifact, both in teaching and evaluating en
during knowledge. Learning tomanage

this genre effectivelycan have amajor

impact on a student's success in design, not only in school but also later as a
design professional. However, because

the critique tends to be an "invisible"

genre, there is typically little or no formal instruction and evaluation of the
critique itself.WID
munication

professionals, perhaps with the aid of colleagues

in com

across the curriculum, may be able towork with faculty and stu
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the genre more visible, subject to productive instruction and

Indeed, the critique could also be applied as an effective educa

tional genre in other performance-based

curricula.

I suspectthattheperspective
oftheacademyprovided
bymetadisciplines
would have more

immediate value forWID

professionals than for faculty in

the disciplines. Faculty focused on their own programs may not find that the
concept resonates with their needs. For WID

faculty,however, the ability to

perceive thebroader disciplinary formations and to understand theway genres
shape and are shaped by those formations offers a rich conception of the inte
gration ofwriting in the disciplines. This conception also may have practical
value. For example, itmay be possible to offerworkshops for faculty fromdis
inwhich we help them to see the ge

ciplines within the same metadiscipline

neric ways of doing and knowing that link theirdisciplines and then to discover
collectively how those ways of doing and knowing are instantiated inwriting.
In such situations, faculty could learnmuch about the discourses in their own
fields by discovering with each other the similarities and differences of those

discoursesinotherfields.
The metadisciplinary

perspective also allows WID

professionals

to be

come more aware of the variations within a metagenre among differentdisci
plines, an awareness thatmay provide a basis forworking more effectivelywith
faculty in a single discipline. For instance, understanding

the often-hidden

agendas behind the standard research paper

aswework
withfaculty
andstu- Asa rule,
towrite
a
maybeuseful
thegoalisnotsimply
dents inmetadisciplinesthatstressresearch
fromsources.The similaritiesin theways of
doingresearchfromsourcesmay obscurethe
behind
complexdisciplinary
goal structures
the researchpaper. It is important,
then,to
explorethewaysofknowingexpectedby facultyaswell as themore familiar
waysofdoing.
As a rule,thegoal isnot simplytowritea researchpaper forthesakeof learningtomanage research

from sources but to use

the

research
paperforthesakeof learning
to
fromsourcesbuttouse
manage research
theprocessofdoingandwritingresearch
toshapea disciplinary
way ofknowing.
A
greaterawarenessoftheimportance
of
waysofknowinginthefieldsallowsus to
takeamoreperceptive
approachto
helpingfaculty
createappropriate
learning
situations
fortheirstudents.

process of doing and writing research to shape a disciplinary way of knowing.
A greater awareness of the importance ofways of knowing in the fields allows
us to take a more perceptive approach

to helping faculty create appropriate

learning situations for their students.
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Conclusion
I began this paper by pointing to the disjunction between writing in and writ
ing outside the disciplines, a result, as Russell suggests, of the tendency of fac
ulty tounderstand disciplines as domains of specialized knowledge and writing
as general across disciplines (Writing 14-20, "WritingAcross" 55-56). One ap
proach to bridging the gap marked by that disjunction

is to focus on ways of

doing in the disciplines, a focus that highlights disciplinary ways of knowing
and thus offers an alternative to the dominion of declarative knowledge. Do
ing is the key to connecting knowing and writing in the disciplines. North

Americangenretheory
foundation
forconceptualizing
providesa theoretical
the relationship between doing and writing and extending that relationship to

metagenresandmetadisciplines.
An emphasis on disciplinary ways of doing may allow us to address what
Russell refers to as the transparency ofwriting in the disciplines (Writing 14
20, "Writing Across" 55-56). The process described here of encouraging fac
ulty to identifyways of doing and specific ways ofwriting and assessing the
writing, usually with rubrics they have designed, seems tomake writing more
opaque. Faculty come to understand thatwhat counts as good writing iswrit
ing thatmeets the expectations of faculty in their disciplines. It's also benefi
cial that all this takes place on their own turf.It is not thewriting professional
who

is telling them what counts as good writing in their fields. The faculty
themselves are the experts. And as experts,

theyalso take responsibility
forstudents'

cometounderstand
Faculty
that
what

counts
asgood
writing
iswriting
that
meets writing
intheir
disciplines.
Thus,instead
of
intheirdiscitheexpectations
offaculty
thatall thistakes
plines.It'salso beneficial
Itisnotthewriting
placeon theirown turf.
what
who istellingthem
professional
The
countsas goodwritingintheirfields.
are theexperts.
themselves
faculty
ulty achieve their expectations

perceiving
ofWID as askingthemtobecome
"writing
teachers:'theycan see thattheirre
forteachingthewaysofknowing
sponsibility
and doing in theirdisciplinesalso extends
towriting,
which isnot separatefrombut
essentialto theirdisciplines.
TheWID pro
fessional becomes an agent forhelping fac

forwhat students should be able to do.

At my university,we were able to take advantage of outcomes-based
gram assessment, which

pro

initiated and formalized the process of identifying

disciplinary ways of doing. Our Campus Writing and Speaking Program played
a critical role in that process because we realized early on the potential for
linkingways of doing to disciplinary ways of knowing and writing (and speak
ing).Many other colleges and universities are now or will be participating
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outcomes-basedassessment,spurrednot onlyby regionalaccreditingagen
cies but also by accreditation byprofessional organizations, most notably ABET
butmany others as well. This is an opportunity thatwriting professionals should
seize.
But even without a formal assessment process inplace, it is still possible
when working with faculty to guide them in identifying course or program
learning outcomes and helping them incorporate writing as a means of both
teaching and evaluating the outcomes. Starting with what students should be
able to do can provide a natural link towhat they should be able towrite. Writ
ing professionals can also do their own analyses ofwriting in a particular dis
cipline, but this approach may lack thebenefit of engaging faculty in identifying
disciplinary ways of doing and writing for themselves.
In Russell's history ofWID,

he notes that the educational

system of the

old college encouraged a language-rich teaching and learning environment,
the recitations that dominated

the classroom augmented by the popular and

intensely
competitive
studentdeclamationsand debatesoutsideclass (Writ
ing38-45). The new university,with its focus on the delivery of highly special
ized declarative knowledge and on writing as outside the disciplines, tends to
promote a relatively language-poor educational

environment. The emphasis

on knowing, doing, and writing in the disciplines may be seen as an attempt to

return
tothatearlierlanguage-rich
environment
with itsfocuson the
whenwritingand speaking
were at thecenter Thenewuniversity,
ofhighly
declarative
of education.Fromanotherperspective,
how- delivery
specialized
andonwritingas outsidethe
ever,thisemphasis
maybe understoodas a part knowledge
of a broadercritiqueof themodernuniversity disciplines,
tendstopromotea relatively
and particularlythedisciplinarystructureof language-poor
educational
environ
on
which
it
is
a
toknowledge
founded,move
ment.Theemphasisonknowing,
doing,
ward postdisciplinarity
or nondisciplinarity andwritinginthedisciplines
maybe
(Delanty;

Ford; Mourad;

Samuels).

see also

Readings;

For example, Roger P.Mourad

'

argues that

.

the disciplines are based on the epistemology
of a preexisting reality that is independent of the

seen as an attempt to returnto that

earlier
language-rich
environment
when

w

a

s

wereat thecenter
and speaking
~~~~~~writing
of education.

inquirer and thatmaybe described through the incremental additions toknowl
edge about that reality.As an alternative to this understanding of the disci
plines, he proposes a postdisciplinary mode of inquiry,which is inquirer-based
rather than object-based, meaning

that knowledge is local and dynamic rather

than universal and incremental, that scholars work in temporary alliances at
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ofdisciplinesratherthanindisciplinesthemselves,
and that
theintersection
reality is changed by the inquirer rather than independent of the inquirer (77

inquiry
would make no distinction
104). Importantly,
thispostdisciplinary
Mourad says,"would
amongknowledge,research,
and teaching."Teaching:"
trans
become integralto researchratherthanessentiallytheafter-the-fact
Teachingwould notbe something
one does inaddition
missionof itsresults.
to or instead of research but something one does through and in the course of

research"(105).
Now, I don't want to suggest that the project I am describing in thispaper

would necessarilysparka revolutioninthewaywe conceiveof theuniversity.
However,I do thinkthatreconceptualizing
thedis
Disciplines
maybe seenas basedon ciplinesintermsofmetagenresandmetadisciplines
waysofdoingand thus
waysof isat leastan implicit
challengeto thedisciplinesas
separate
divisions
of
declarative
knowledge.Instead,
of
and
modes
knowing writing,
thanstaticterritories disciplines
rather
may be seen as based onways ofdoing
inquiry
modes of in
ofknowledgetobemoreandmore and thuswaysofknowingandwriting,
ofknowledgeto
thoroughly
mapped,a shiftin quiryratherthanstaticterritories
mapped, a shiftin
emphasisfrom
knowledgeto be more andmore thoroughly
knowing.

emphasis

from knowledge

to knowing. And

in

deemphasizing
theknowledge
base ofthedisciplines,
relationships
amongthedisci
metagenresandmetadisciplinesalsohighlight
plines that are often otherwise obscured, a concept of the disciplines that is
much more fluid than the focus on specialized knowledge would
By questioning

the strict boundaries

suggest.

thatmark off the disciplines one

from
also implicitly
questionstheassumeddisjunc
another,
postdisciplinarity
tion between the specialized

knowledge of a discipline and the generalized

knowledge ofwriting: the former is not so special; the latter is not so general.
Itmay be, then, thatwriting is located neither fully in nor fullyoutside the

areporousand influx;
boundariesthemselves
disciplinesbecausedisciplinary
the disciplines are not fixed containers at all. Projecting the disciplines as ways
of knowing, doing, and writing tends to emphasize not disjunction but junc
tion, the intersections of disciplines,

the connection between research and

teaching, and the ties between writing and knowing. From this perspective, it
is not so much writing in or outside but writing ofthe disciplines.
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Appendix: Sample Program Outcomes Documents
CURRICULAR OUTCOMES
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY
Students should demonstrate the ability to:
1. engage in clear and careful scientific inquiry.Specificallystudents should be able
to show that theycan:
* ask pertinentquestions about zoological phenomena and formulatehypotheses
based on thosequestions, drawingon scientificconcepts and principles.
* apply deliberate and thoroughobservational skills inconducting an experiment
and collectingdata to testhypotheses.
* organize and summarize data and renderthem inaway that isaccurate and com
prehensible inboth verbal and graphicalmodes.
* draw conclusions fromdata thatallow the students to support or refutehypoth
eses andmake a case foralternativehypotheses.
Evidence for assessment: lab reports;oral orwritten scientificpapers; posters;
class activities
2. apply information theyhave learned in one context to relevant cases in differ
ent contexts. Specifically students should be able to show that theycan:
* discern theconceptual similaritiesthatunderlie one case and linkthem toother
relevantcases thestudent is familiar
with and to concepts learned in theabstract
in class.
* successfullysolveproblems inone case by applyingconcepts and strategiesthey
have derived fromprevious learningexperiences, includingboth abstract con
cepts taught in class and otherproblems theyhave solved.
Evidence for assessment: problems assigned forhomework; case studies; essay
testquestions; class activities
3. apply critical thinking skills to solving problems in zoology and related fields.
Specifically students should be able to show that theycan:
* identify,
define, and analyze a problem:what it is that generates the problem,
what is given,what isunknown, and what are the criteria forviable solutions to
theproblem.
* read and interpretdata and generalize fromthosedata to scientificconcepts and
principles thatcan apply to the solution of a problem.
* apply appropriate scientificconcepts and principles toproblems inorder topro
vide a rangeofviable solutions to theproblem and design a project forsolvingthe
problem
* evaluate the solutions according to the established criteria,choose themost vi
able solution,and make a convincingcase forthat solution.
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Evidencefor assessment: oral orwritten project proposals; oral orwrittenman
agement plans; problem sets inhomework;position statements;essay testques
tions;environmentalimpact statements;class activities
4. analyze, synthesize, and criticize scientific literature in the field
* distill the importantinformationfromscientificarticles and describe that infor
mation clearlyand concisely.
* read scientificstudies critically:assessing theknowns and unknowns, identify
ing thestrengthsandweaknesses, evaluating thearguments,andmaking recom
mendations forimprovement.
* effectively
performa reviewof the literature,both in itsabbreviated form(as in
the introductionof a scientificarticle) and its extended form.Students should
integratematerial in an organized fashion and build a logical case concerning
the literature.In otherwords, students should notmerely catalogue theirsources
but insteadmake an argumentusing the reading as evidence.
Evidence for assessment: literature reviews; annotated bibliographies; critical
analyses of scientificarticles; debates; researchpapers from scientificsources;
oral summaries of articles; class activities
5. communicate scientific information effectively to nonscientific audiences.
Specifically students should be able to show that theycan:
* take complex informationrelated to zoology,understand it,and synthesize for
non-expertswho need tounderstand and act on the information.
Evidence for assessment: presentations; newsletters; editorials; lay summaries;
class activities

Program Review
Department of Psychology
B.A. in Psychology
PROGRAM OUTCOMES
Upon graduation, psychologymajors should be able to:
1. demonstrate an understanding of basic theoryand concepts of psychology and
the ability to engage in the systematic inquiry intohuman behavior and expe
rience. Specifically students should be able to show that theycan:
a. demonstrate theirknowledge of keypsychological theoriesand concepts
b. ask pertinentand productive questions that lead to an analysis of a problem: the
source of the problem, the kinds of data needed to solve theproblem, and the
criteria thatmust bemet fora solution to theproblem.
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c. demonstrate an understandingof thedata collectionprocess, showing that they
know how to collect data forsolvingproblems and how to evaluate those data
fortheirrelevance and credibility.
d. make sound judgments about solutions to problems based on thedata theyor
others have collected.
e. present data in a way that is accurate and appropriate to theaudience.
f. make a strongcase for theirjudgments based on data, presenting theirpoint
logicallyand clearly.
Opportunities toguide learning:researchproposals, research studies, oral and
written lab reports,exams, class discussion
2. discover, understand, manage, and communicate sourcematerials inpsychol
ogy. Specifically students should be able to show that theycan:
a. find,evaluate, and arrangepotential sourcematerials related to a subject.
b. effectivelysummarize sourcematerials.
c. synthesize,analyze, and come to conclusions frommultiple sourcematerials.
d. make an argument fora claim or a proposed action based on sourcematerials.
e. show that theyare skillfulconsumers ofpsychology in thepopular and scholarly
press, analyzing claims, arbitratingamong conflictingclaims, and recognizing
when data confirmor disconfirmhypotheses.
Opportunities toguide learning:exams, class discussion, summaries,abstracts,
literaturereviews,researchprojects,proposals, criticalanalyses,critiques ofpro
posals, debates, oral presentations
3. workeffectivelywithin the complexityand ambiguitythat characterize thedo
mains of investigation in thehuman sciences. Specifically students should be
able to show that theycan:
a. handle a broad rangeofdata, both quantitative and qualitative empiricaldata as
well as data fromtheoreticaland philosophical sources.
b. generate a varietyof alternativehypotheses forexplaining psychological phe
nomena.
c. show that theyrecognize some of theways inwhich researchers,participants,
and consumers constructmeaning throughresearchparadigms and inpsycho
logical settings.
Opportunities toguide learning:exams, class discussion, research studies,criti
cal analyses of scholarlyarticles, journal entries
4. generalize theoretical knowledge ofpsychology to real-world applications. Spe
cifically students should be able to show that theycan:
a. apply core concepts and principles todifferentlifesituations.
b. apply theoriesof developmental processes and theoriesof behavior change to
situations that requireevaluation,maintenance, and/or change.
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c. show that theyare aware of subjectivityinpsychological research and applica
tions and thepotential forimposing theirown cultural values on subjects and
data.
d. demonstrate awareness that researchers,agents of change, and participants in
research and interventionconstructmeaning in theirworld, and that theways
inwhich individualsconstructmeaning may well affectthe course of research
and intervention.
Opportunities toguide learning:exams, class discussion, homework case reports,
reading journals,group case reports,internshipproject reports,reflectiveessays
or journal entries concerning students' experiencewith real-worldapplications

TEXTILES ENGINEERING
Program Outcome forDesign Component: EC2000 Criterion 3c
To demonstrate thatgraduates have an ability to design a system,component, or pro
cess tomeet desired needs, theyshould show that theyhave a mastery of the design
process and that theycan apply thatprocess effectivelyingeneratingand presenting a
design in textilesengineering:
1. problem definition:establishing a problem or need, identifyingcustomer and
project requirements,performingmarket and technical analyses
2. conceptgeneration: convertingcustomer and project requirements to product
specifications,generatingmultiple product options
3. concept selection:comparing product options toproduct specifications,select
ingoptimal product option(s)
4. concept refinement:
creating and testingprototypesormodels; analyzing tech
nical, economic, and environmentalviabilityof design based on prototype or
model; selling theproduct

Evaluation Criteria forDesign Component: EC2000 Criterion 3c
Problem Definition
In theirproject reports,the teamof studentsshould show that theycan:
1. establish a problem tobe solved or a need tobemet by a product on thebasis of
quantitative data froma market analysis
2. identifyspecificcustomer groups forwhom theproduct would solve theprob
lemormeet theneed
3. performa detailed and complete analysis of potential customers' problems or
needs based on quantitative informationfromsources such as surveys,inter
views, and reviewsof literature
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4. describe theproject requirementssuch as parameters related to finances and
timeand constraintson equipment and rawmaterials
5. analyze the technologynecessary and available formeeting market needs, in
cluding a surveyof existing technology,potential technology,and technology
used by potential competitors
Concept Generation
In theirproject reports,the teamof studentsshould show that theycan:
1. convert customer and project requirements intoproduct specificationsby the
use of quantitativemetrics of customer needs
2. identifya suitable number of creative concepts forproduct options tomeet the
product specifications
3. effectively
demonstrate,using diagrams, sketches,etc.,how each of theconcepts
may functionas a product option formeeting product specifications
Concept Selection
In theirproject reports,the teamof studentsshould show that theycan:
1. analyze theproposed concepts byquantifyingthe relationshipbetween thevari
ous product options and theproduct specifications
2. identifyand make a convincing case for theoptimal product option(s) among
all theconcepts
Concept Refinement
In theirproject reports,the teamof studentsshould show that theycan:
1. create an appropriate and useful prototype,model, or other visual representa
tionof theproposed product
2. use the representationeffectivelyfor identifyingand proving governing engi
neering concepts related to theproduct
3. test thedesign byperformingan industrialdesign analysis on theproduct repre
sentation (ergonomics,aesthetics, function,etc.)
4. test thedesign byperforminga technicalanalysis on theproduct representation
(howwell itworks)
5. test thedesign by performingan economic analysis (cost/benefitratio,viability
ofproduction, etc.)
6. address the environmental impact of themanufacturing, disposal of by-prod
ucts, and overall risk to societyof thepotential product
7. effectivelysell theproduct in termsof itspotential economic, technical,and en
vironmentalviability
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Notes
1. JanetGiltrow has used meta-genre in a differentsense, a genre inwhich people
write

or talk about

2. The

outcomes

genre.
and

other

quoted

material

to assessment

related

in NC

States

College ofDesign is taken from an in-house document, compiled by college fac
ulty, consisting of guiding principles for assessment and goals and performance
standards

for each

in the
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